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Hello. Today I 
would like to tell 
you about my 
favourite book. 
Its name is « The 
Hunger Games». 
My first meeting 
with heroes of 
this story was 
three years ago.  



This story has three 
parts
- The Hunger Games
- The HG: Catching fire
- The HG: Mockingjay
 which were written by 
Susan Collins. Book`s 
genres are adventures 
and science fiction. 
The first part was 
written in 2008. The 
first movie  was shot in 
2012.





Every year the Capitol organizes the terrible 
show "Hungry Games" in which the young man 
and the girl from each district of the country 
are obliged to take part.  According to the rules  
of show  the winner becomes only that who 
survived in competition. Other participants are 
died. In  district 12 ruthless lot falls on 
12-year-old the Prim. But her sister Katniss 
Everdeen comes instead of her . Pete Mellark in 
love with Katniss becomes her workmate.On 
the course of "Games" organizers change the 
rules. Now couple of participants from one 
district can win. Who knows how it will come to 
an end.



Katniss with mother and the sister Prim lives 
in the new house. Pete's house is near. There 
comes the time of Quarter Hunger Games.  
Winners of last years are obliged to compete 
in. Pete and Katniss come back to a slaughter. 
This time, conditions of game become 
tougher. What did organizers think up? 
Having collected small group, tributes think 
over the plan of rescue. And the successful 
shot of Katniss from  bow in a force field puts 
an end in the history of Hungry games. 
Katniss regained consciousness in an 
unfamiliar place. child-hood friend Gale is 
near … But Pete - No. He in the Capitol. And 
district 12 it is razed to the ground.



Katniss lives in a district 13 inhabitants  of 
which left submission to the Capitol long ago. 
The president of a district Koyn suggested 
Katniss to become a revolt symbol — a 
mockingjay. Pete was released, brought in 
district 13, but what happen with him? He 
hates his girlfriend. With group of friends she 
gets into the capital, trying to reach the 
presidential palace. In the center there is 
hated Snow. Katniss lifts bow, aims … The 
arrow flies over the president's head. But 
what forced her to miss?



Katniss Everdeen

Peeta Mellark

Main characters

President Snow

Prim Everdeen



    THE END 


